We characterize essential normality for certain elementary operators acting on the Hilbert-Schmidt class. We find the Aluthge transform of an elementary operator of length one. We show that the Aluthge transform of an elementary 2-isometry need not be a 2-isometry. We also characterize hermitian elementary operators of length two.
Introduction
Let H denote a separable complex Hilbert space and B(H) the bounded linear operators on H. For T ∈ B(H), T * denotes the adjoint of T . The Hilbert-Schmidt Class, C 2 (H), is the vector space of all compact operators S defined on a separable complex Hilbert space H, satisfying the following condition, cf. [17] : If {ϕ k : k ∈ J} is an orthonormal subset of H, then k∈J | Sϕ k , ϕ k | 2 < +∞. It is well known that C 2 (H) equipped with the inner product S, T = tr(ST * ), the trace of ST * , is a Hilbert space, see [16] . If A and B are bounded operators on H then L(T ) = ATB is a bounded operator on C 2 (H). Such an operator L is an example of an elementary operator with associated symbols A and B. In this paper we investigate various structural properties of elementary operators on C 2 (H). The goal is to relate the properties of the operator to those of the symbols defining it. This program is similar to what has been done for composition operators on analytic function spaces, see [7] . Using some powerful results of Fong and Sourour [8] , we obtain a characterization of essential normality of elementary operators of length one. We also obtain characterizations of various generalizations of isometries and projections, see Propositions 2.1 and 2.2.
In Section 3, we find the polar representation of an elementary operator of length one. This allows us to explore the Aluthge transform of these elementary operators. For T ∈ B(H), let the polar decomposition of T be given as T = U|T |, where |T| = (T * T ) In the final section of the paper we address some properties of elementary operators of length two. In particular, we characterize the hermitian elementary operators of length two. Our work was motivated by a result in [14] where it is noted that the elementary operator L(T ) = ATA * + A * TA is hermitian for any A ∈ B(H). Our characterization includes this operator as a special case.
We begin by formally defining an elementary operator of length n. Given two sequences of linearly independent and bounded operators on H, {A i } i=1,...,n and {B i } i=1,...,n , we define the elementary operator L, on C 2 (H), as follows: 
It is a straightforward calculation to show that the adjoint
In this paper, we study operator theoretic properties of elementary operators and how they relate to those of the associated symbols. The main tool in our proofs are two theorems due to Fong and Sourour, cf. [8] . 
Theorem 1.1 (Fong and Sourour). Let Φ(T) =
A 1 TB 1 + A 2 TB 2 + · · · + A m TB m , with T an operator in C 2 (H). (1) If {B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B n } (n m)
General properties of elementary operators of length one
In this section we consider elementary operators of length one, i.e. L(T ) = ATB, i.e. with A and B ∈ B(H), and T ∈ C 2 (H). We investigate how operator theoretic properties of A and B relate to those of L.
We begin by recalling the definition of generalized projection and generalized q-projection as given in [13] . Definition 2.1 (cf. [13, 18] We now consider generalizations of the concept of isometry introduced by Patel in [15] . This new concept is closely related to hyponormal operators. In [15] , the author shows that every quasi-isometry of norm 1 is hyponormal.
Definition 2.2 (cf. [15])
. A bounded operator T on a Hilbert space is said to be a quasi-isometry if and only if T * 2 T 2 = T * T . More generally, given a positive integer q, greater than 1, T is said to be a In [14] , Magajna characterizes quasi-normal elementary operators in terms of the associated symbols, as stated in the following proposition.
q-quasi-isometry if and only if
T * q T q = T * T .
Proposition 2.2. Let q be an integer greater than 1 and L an elementary operator of length one, defined by L(T ) = ATB. The operator L is a q-quasi-isometry if and only if there exists a positive real scalar
λ so that λ −1 2q−2 A and λ 1 2q−2 B * are q-quasi-isometries.
Proof. If L(T ) = ATB is a q-quasi-isometry, then

Proposition 2.3 (Magajna). An elementary operator of length one, L(T ) = ATB, is quasi-normal if and only if A and B are quasi-normal.
Magajna's proposition motivates our generalization to essential quasi-normality of elementary operators. Elementary operators of length 2 are more difficult to investigate but similar techniques also show that L(T ) = ATB − T is quasi-normal if and only if A and B are quasi-normal. Recall that an operator T on a Banach space X is algebraic if there is a polynomial p such that 
Proposition 2.4. The elementary operator
Hence L is not a shift.
Aluthge transforms of elementary operators of length one
We now investigate how standard properties of elementary operators of length one are preserved under the Aluthge transform, cf. [4] . In this study the polar factorization of the operator plays a crucial role. We start by determining a factorization of an elementary operator of length one into a product of a partial isometry and a positive operator. We recall the definition of partial isometry and we state 
is a partial isometry on the range of |L|. 
This allows us to conclude that |L|(T) = |A|T|B * | is a square root of L * L. To see that |L|(T) = |A|T|B * | is a nonnegative operator, we define S(T ) = |A| 
. Since U A and U * B * are partial isometries then Theorem 3.1(3) asserts that
This implies that
and so U L is a partial isometry, as claimed in item (2) . We now show statement (3 
It has been observed by many authors that the Aluthge transform (see [4, 11] ) respects the properties of the operator. Furthermore, in some cases it has stronger properties than the original operator, cf. [10] . We will investigate the behavior of the Aluthge transform of a 2-isometry, a concept due to Agler, see [1, 2, 3] . An operator T on a Hilbert space H is a 2-isometry if T * 2 T 2 − 2T * T + Id = 0. We first state a characterization of 2-isometric elementary operators obtained by the authors in [5] .
Theorem 3.3 (cf. [5]). If A and B are bounded operators on a Hilbert space H and L is an operator on C 2 (H) given by L(T ) = ATB, then L is a 2-isometry if and only if one of the following two conditions holds:
1. There exists a scalar μ so that A * A = μId and √ μB * is a 2-isometry, or 2. There exists a scalar μ so that BB * = μId and √ μA is a 2-isometry.
It follows from Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 that the Aluthge transform of L is a 2-isometry whenever A and ( B * ) * satisfy conditions 1 or 2. We will first show that L can be a 2-isometry without L being a 2-isometry. We consider a very special case in which B = I and A is a weighted shift.
The following examples clearly show that the 2-isometry property is not preserved by the Aluthge transform.
Example 3.1. Let us consider the weighted shift A : 2 → 2 , given by 0, a 1 x 1 , a 2 x 2 , a 3 x 3 , . . .) . We assume that the weights satisfy the conditions 1 |a i | < 2 and |a i | 2 = 2 − 1 |a i−1 | 2 , as for example
. These conditions are necessary and sufficient conditions for a weighted shift like A to be a 2-isometry, see [5] . It is straightforward to compute the 
A characterization of Hermitian elementary operators of length two
In this section we consider operators on 
From (eq:a) and (eq:b) we have
and It is a straightforward computation to verify that those relations listed in any of the items (i)-(iii) imply that L is an hermitian operator. This completes the proof.
We conclude the paper with the following result on essential normality of a special elementary operator of length two. (1) asserts that there exists a scalar α so that A * A − AA * = αId and αId = BB * − B * B. Kleinecke's theorem [12] implies that α = 0. This completes the proof.
